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for japanese gamers, it was a somewhat hit-or-miss category, as it also includes titles that were made by western
companies like sega or namco. this is a category dedicated to the scary japanese games, where you should see: the game

is fairly straightforward for the most part. the dialogue is few and far between, and in some cases the characters dont
speak at all. this is a good thing, as it prevents the story from dragging on beyond its welcome. the characters are what

most people like about the game though, and some of them would make a great horror show for the stage. characters like
the wisecracking shihori yuzurugi are completely believable, and follow the usual route that such characters take -

unassuming, quiet, but somehow bursting with energy and impudent wit. theres also a trio of uninspired, humourless girl
teenagers named asuka, rika, and yumiko. this is where the game really takes a dive into the horror genre - though all

three of them are pretty bland, they are fodder for the game, and offer its best scares. unfortunately, the story doesnt offer
anything memorable either, just a lot of shlock. blood covered has been given a nice-to-look-at remaster for this release,
and if that doesnt scare you, then its likely you wont see it coming either. the graphics in blood covered are actually very

close to what was released back in the day. reskins of the original designs have been used, but its still nice to look at. what
more can i say, and i suppose thats why there are two corpse party games. it has the gore that you'd expect, and the

atmosphere is there, but it never really gets scary, beyond the few jump-out-at-you moments. theres also plenty of detail
to examine, though if you do, you will probably see a load of bugs, such as errors with polygons, characters flickering, and

crashes to desktop. it doesnt have any of the replay value that most of the story mode games provide, and almost all of the
side-quests are a little repetitive. they usually involve getting a character to say what you want to hear, or killing a number
of enemies with a single hit. it shouldnt really be considered a "game mode", but it is something to try out if you enjoy the

game.
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corpse party: blood covered is one of the most disturbing games i have ever played. it will make
you want to pause the game. want to stop yourself from a sobs. it's horrifying, and a game that

you have to play to see the ending. the story is just good, but the ending..not so much. i loved the
story, but i hate the ending. it was just not well done, and it should have been as expected from
team grisgris. i also loved the setting, and of course the scary soundtrack. i always listen to my

pc's audio while i play games, and it did its job. the soundtrack is just really scary, and it gives you
a chill. unfortunately, the blood that comes out of the corpses plays a role in the development of

the plot, but i don't really like that. blood makes me sick, and it irritates me, and it just has a
horrible taste. you can even drop the sound if you don't like it, and the game will be all the more
enjoyable for it. now this game has a lot more to offer than the bad things i just said. there are
three different endings, which will be good if you pay attention. the game has multiple endings,

multiple pictures, different endings and different combinations of the different pictures (so four in
total) that is on one dvd. you only know one of those endings after you play the entire game and
watch one of the available ending movies. even so, i really like the general plot. i really enjoyed

how it combined visual horror with real life situations, and how this had an impact on the storyline.
the characters in this game are really well done, especially ayumi shinozaki. we have an opening

scene when one of the characters goes to the bathroom outside in the woods. they leave a
message for the other characters about their predicament and generally talk about the situation.
the next thing you realize is that your character thinks hes not alone, because theyre on the way
to the bathroom. haha. of course he thinks hes being chased by a killer ghost because hes in a

creepy, dark place full of murder. he then sees a dead body that shows up on the screen - hes just
going to leave it there.. get it? do you see the irony? 5ec8ef588b
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